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 For many years, I have championed the cause of greater citizen engagement. It made sense to 

focus on this interest for my COMSTRAT 563 semester project, exploring the possibilities of a future 

business focused on helping bring members of diverse communities together for the tough problem-

solving conversations in a safe and respectful way.  

 In the public sector, there has been and continues to be an unfortunate lack of practical know-

how and leadership in facilitating authentic and meaningful engagement of citizens (the agency's 

customer) and agency staff. Their perspective and experiences are critical to organizational vision and 

long-term success as more than just a box on a planning checklist. Authentic engagement of people -- 

their interests, strengths and skills -- is the mark of good leadership.  

 Government agencies most frequently serve the function of an intermediary market, writing 

policies in response to legislation that in turn drives the development of programs and budgets, which 

are accomplished through contracts with businesses external to the agency. The citizen (customer) is 

considered peripherally, if at all, in the development of programs or projects, and usually only due to the 

squeaky wheel approach. When advisory committees are formed, the citizens (customers) invited to 

participate look surprisingly similar to the policy makers, program developers and contract managers. 

Government tends to take a one-size fits all approach to seeking citizen input which is not effective. 

Skilled facilitation services can assist in identifying and supporting authentic participation and ask a 

crucial question in citizen engagement: who's talking and who's listening?  

 While it is fashionable to criticize government agencies and bureaucracy, both agencies and 

citizens have a vested interest in developing a deeper understanding of the role the other plays in 

community, social and economic development. Skilled facilitation through an intermediary (non-

government employee) can help government authentically engage citizens, especially marginalized and 

disenfranchised people, and help citizens go fully claim their roles and power in a participatory 

democracy.  

 This report documents the branding, marketing and promotion  ideas initially  developed in 

starting up a new business focusing on specialized facilitation services, including user personas, a SWOT 

analysis, trademark research, logo design, and sketching out initial communication tools, such as a 

customized website and social media applications.  This report  also showcases a social media marketing 

plan developed for Parents Organizing for Welfare and Economic Rights, a local business (see Appendix 

A). The semester's work represents a fair start on a future business plan. 
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 A successful business has a clear understanding of the proposed customer, and his or her traits, 

key attributes, top motivators and also takes the time to explore strengths and weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats, as well as identify competition.  

 City and State Government: Mid-Management Executives 

 

 

Common Traits 

 Extensive organizational and systemic knowledge 

 Generally in their mid-40's through early 60's 

 Post-baccalaureate education 

 Married with children  

 Comfortable with Internet for research, email 

 Uses word processing, Excel, Power Point  

 Developing comfort with advanced phone technology 
Key Attributes 

 Focused on results and externally driven deadlines 

 Fiscal and legal concerns tend to trump creativity and invention 

 Tend to be a consistent presence in the agency 
Top Motivators 

 Return on investment can be shown up front 

 Policy mandates and earmarked budget drive decisions 

Deadlines and the Bottom Line: 
It's All About Results 

Policy Development Specialists 

 

 

Common Traits 

 Tend to be highly educated with backgrounds in law and research  

 Frequently transfer between organizations, agencies and projects 

 Prefer working alone; nature of job requires multiple team players 

 Comfortable with advanced word processing applications 

 Skilled in formal writing techniques 

 Savvy to the quirks of political timing, interests and pressures 
Key Attributes 

 Detail oriented; perfectionistic tendencies 

 Strong research and analytic capacity 

 Super-focused on the word of law, as opposed to the impact or practical application 
Top Motivators 

 Show benefits of up-front participation in the rule-making process 

 Prefer information and input in organized, final fashion for analysis and editing, 
rather than gathering input and creating content.  

Policy and Procedural Think Tanks: 
Putting the Puzzle Pieces Together 

 
Local Community Social Justice Advocacy Organizations  

 

 

Common Traits 

 Membership is around a common cause, experience or belief 

 Education and work/professional experience levels vary widely 

 Income levels and access to adequate housing, nutrition, health care and 
transportation  vary widely 

 Approach to projects, platforms, actions and communications driven by the 
relevance of personal life experiences 

Key Attributes 

 Passion for addressing issues energize members; the focus is rarely on the end result 

 Action takes place in the context of here-and-now; long-term strategizing takes the 
back burner frequently. 

Top Motivators 

 The sense of contributing to an important cause, in being heard by the people who 
have the power to impact programs and policies. 

 Community belonging and support. 

If there is to be peace and justice in 
this world, it's because we fight for it! 
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INTERNAL  EXTERNAL 

 Strengths 
 Two decades of experience in both the 

private non-profit sector as well as the 
public sector 

 Well-developed portfolio across a 
spectrum of projects and applications 

  Strengths 
 Professional and personal contacts who are familiar 

with my work and experience 
 Located in a prime area for work that focuses on 

public sector needs 

 Weaknesses 
 Lack experience in fiscal management of 

business and tax-liability aspects 
 Some portfolio still needs to digitized; 

time and cost restraints  

  Weaknesses 
 Could be pigeon-holed in public sector work, as that is 

where I am best known 
 Business equipment and set-up undone as of yet; cost 

and time consideration 

 Opportunities 
 Create meaningful work that I can buy 

into and that matches my philosophical 
system 

 Platform to deepen experience and skills 
in creating and providing adult education  

  Opportunities 
 Could capitalize on a growing area of need in 

authentic face-to-face and electronic communication 
needs for project development and input, especially as 
diversity increases 

 Could provide value-add into non-profit and advocacy 
efforts 

 Threats 
 As of yet, lack of focus area for the 

business; I need to settle on 1-2 services 
and start there. 

  Threats 
 In my professional life, I am known as a staunch 

advocate for the underdog -- which can be a turn-off 
for some organizations. 

Aaland Planning Services, Inc 
http://aalandplanning.com/home 

Rough-Mack Consulting 
http://rough-
mackconsulting.com/index.html 

Peabody Communications 
http://www.peabodycommunications.com/ 

Creative Community Solutions, 
Inc. 
  http://ccsolympia.com/ 

OVERVIEW: 
--planning and policy services 
to state and local agencies 
and associations with a focus 
on growth management and 
land use 

OVERVIEW:  
--offers customized 
consulting services to 
individuals and groups 
seeking to increase their 
effectiveness in their work 
and home lives 

OVERVIEW:  
--focuses on providing 
training and technical 
assistance for workplace 
writers, and provides editing 
and revisions for public and 
private organizations 

OVERVIEW:  
--facilitating community 
participatory decision making, 
project/goal accomplishment 
- empowering people to bring 
change to their organizations and 
communities 

ADDITIONAL VALUE: 
30 years of experience 
Rural community focus -- 
understands different needs, 
resource limitations. 

ADDITIONAL VALUE: 
Experience working with over 
500 teams in hi-tech, 
manufacturing, health, 
government and social 
services industry 

ADDITIONAL VALUE: 
Offers clear lineup of 
professional writing classes, 
and other content that 
answer questions rather than 
just sell a product; offers 
customized workshops 

ADDITIONAL VALUE: 
Offers a focus on citizen 
participation and technical writing 
services' divers projects across a 
range of specialties and foci 

DETAILS:  
Facilitating: 
--public hearings 
--stakeholder advisory groups 
--staff retreats 
--strategic planning efforts. 
 

DETAILS: 
--Team and leadership 
development 
--change leadership, strategy 
and implementation 
--facilitation and problem 
solving 
--personal growth workshops 

DETAILS: 
Workshops include: 
--Writing Policies/Procedures 
--Writing Minutes/Meeting 
Notes 
--Writing "Plain Talk" 
Documents 
--Before You Hit "Send" --
Writing Emails 
--Writing Instruction Manuals 
--Powerful PowerPoint 
Presentations 

DETAILS: 
Services include facilitation as 
foundational to their work;  
--commitment to participatory 
models 
--strategic planning 
--citizen participation/outreach  
--planning and ready-for-action 
--technical services that help 
communities design and write 
grants and plans; technical writing 
and document production; 
website design 

http://aalandplanning.com/home
http://rough-mackconsulting.com/index.html
http://rough-mackconsulting.com/index.html
http://www.peabodycommunications.com/
http://ccsolympia.com/
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 Personas were developed based on personal civil service experience focused on supporting 

citizen engagement in public policy and program development. Research suggested additional 

considerations [discussed in Testing the Waters: Understanding Potential Customers (Blood, 2015)]. 

Government agencies, the gatekeepers to citizen-informed policies and programs, are the primary 

customer. Their business need is in identifying and authentically engaging citizens in developing policies 

and programs. The business brand and approach must reflect that need. Additional considerations for 

this primary business customer (in meeting their need to better serve their customers) included: 

 

 There is inherent tension in navigating between external and internal customers. 

 Well-known or familiar citizens, NGOs or politicians considered representative of the client base 
and are frequently called upon to speak on behalf of populations, rather than reaching out to a 
wider customer base. 

 The requirement to show return on investment overrides the imperative for slow and citizen-
involved development. 

 Dynamics can be problematic when internal and external customers come together without an 
intermediary. 

 Even within certain broad population definitions, there are multiple sub-groups with their 
interests and agendas. 

  

  The challenge is to position a new business focused on facilitating customer input and tricky 

conversations as a strong value-add to the government agency. Balancing competing legislative 

interests, citizen complaints and contractor performance  can leave agencies feeling overwhelmed and  

threatened by that input. Specialized facilitation services can offer: techniques, tactics and skills to 

support in-depth reflection and exploration of diverse experiences, interests, needs and agendas to 

come up with acceptable approaches and solutions to the legislative mandates and imperatives that 

drive agency actions.  

 Given the global nature of today's world, consultation and facilitation services frankly come a 

dime-a-dozen. The competitive edge for the identified competitor organizations is that they are local to 

the Washington State capitol, and can therefore attend to the in-person and word-of-mouth brand 

relationship development that is necessary to successfully land government contracts [discussed more 

fully in Customer-Brand Relationship Considerations, (Blood, 2015)]. 

 Thoughtful reflection of who the customer is, their interests and needs, and exploring the 

alignment with my proposed business strengths and areas of challenge will help determine how best to 

position a viable, respected and trusted consultation and facilitation business that can offer: 

  Adequate resources to support citizen participation.   

 Nimbleness and flexibility to meet people where they are at, in the times and places that  
work best for them.   

 Skilled facilitation that support people in honestly and respectfully exploring their  
differences of interests, needs and life experiences.    

https://shannonblood.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/testing-the-waters-understanding-potential-customers.pdf
https://shannonblood.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/customer-brand-relationship-considerations.pdf
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 The next step in the start-up journey revolved around names, trademark research and logo 

development. I wanted a name that captured the philosophy and vision behind the business. It also 

needed to be one that was not currently claimed by an operating business. Time with pencil, paper, 

dictionary and thesaurus started the process. I then researched the names through Trademarkia's free 

search service ( http://www.trademarkia.com/) and landed on an three potential names, and then 

developed logos through a free online logo maker at http://www.onlinelogomaker.com/ . I then tested 

the names and logos, developing a short survey using Polldaddy at https://polldaddy.com/ . Based on 

survey responses, the "Your Voice Matters" logo was the preferred logo.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

http://www.trademarkia.com/
http://www.onlinelogomaker.com/
https://polldaddy.com/
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The next step in the development 

process included developing a 

wireframe and then creating a 

website for the proposed 

business.  As I was worked on the 

wireframe assignment, survey 

results continued to come in, 

with a final 45 responses.  

 The input was quite 

valuable, suggesting another run 

at names and logo design (shown 

below). 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 The next sections of this report document the development of the business website for 

Advancing Voices and various social media applications, as well as their initial capacity to reach and 

engage potential customers. 
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http://smb1969.wix.com/advancingvoices
https://www.facebook.com/advancingvoices1/
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https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676914297012953093 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/673878587682852864 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676578715573182464 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/669925042508075008 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676407635227230209 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/668498554713804800 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676120267760922624 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/668496766828834816 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676117389528850433 

 
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/664093184625000449 

 

 

https://twitter.com/shanb1969
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676914297012953093
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/673878587682852864
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676578715573182464
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/669925042508075008
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676407635227230209
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/668498554713804800
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676120267760922624
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/668496766828834816
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/676117389528850433
https://twitter.com/shanb1969/status/664093184625000449
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 As an additional method to encourage interactivity with potential customers, I cross-linked and 

invited particiaption in a Facebook group I created as part of my coursework (and have since continued 

by the group's request) for COMSTRAT 561: Persuasion for Professional Communicators.  

 

 

 

SEO Analytics - Google 

Screen shots have been included of SEO strategies used for the Advancing Voices WIX site. Despite using 

the WIX SEO features, the web site has not showed up in Google search functions. Although, curiously 

enough, the Facebook page shows on first page of Google search, above the fold, every time. This is 

clearly an area of growth, requiring additional exploration and education on the uses and intracacies of 

search engine optimization. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/442648505890961/
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Facebook Insights and Twitter Analytics 

Content with visual stimulation and/or auditory stimulation received most reach. Content inviting 

interaction received most engagement: example, video clips or posts asking the viewer's opinion. 
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 Parents Organizing for Welfare and Economic Rights (POWER) grew up out of the Welfare Rights 

Organizing Coalition (WROC) in the spring of 2007, continuing WROC's work of organizing low-income 

parents in Washington State to advocate for a strong social safety net and economic justice. As one of 

the only low-income member-led organizations in Washington state to fight for economic justice, 

POWER is finely balanced between supporting low-income members to authentically engage from a 

place of personal power with policy makers and program developers shaping the welfare system, and 

in maintaining a reasonably funded organization that supports its members.  

 Currently, POWER operates on a show-string budget, with an all-volunteer cadre struggling to 

keep the doors open and services relevant and accessible to not only community members in need, but 

also to current and future donors. An analysis of POWER's current communication tactics reveals the 

need for a coordinated strategic plan that can help elevate awareness, understanding and support of 

POWER's mission and vision. Additionally, a coordinated communication plan can help generate 

needed financial support. POWER supports people's development of leadership capacity and 

collaboration skills in effecting positive social change -- a strength for any community. However, the 

community must be given clear information and examples of how POWER does this work in a consistent 

and routine fashion. 

 POWER is an organization that cares deeply about social and economic justice for low-income 

people.  There is no doubt POWER currently faces a major challenge to its survival.  The hope of POWER 

lies in its members and allies working together. Social media is the outward face of the inward 

organization. Low-cost and free social media marketing options can provide POWER with tools to 

better position the organization for future security. Those tools and efforts need to be developed and 

used in a consistent and coordinated way for success. This is crucial to POWER's ability to reach its  

vision of a world where children and caregiving are truly valued, and the devastation of poverty has 

been eradicated.  

Executive Summary and Overview 

Goals for POWER's social media marketing plan 
 

Reinvigorate membership and cadre of community volunteers and donors 
 

Streamline communication processes for consistent messaging and community presence 
 

Strengthen POWER's reputation as a reliable and accessible organization  
focused on key mission-driven initiatives 
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A Snapshot of POWER 
 

High level profile of organization   
[name, industry, product] 

Name: POWER (Parents Organizing for Welfare and Economic Rights) 

Industry: Non-profit organization focused on supporting citizen engagement of 
women and families struggling with poverty; membership is 
composed of persons living in poverty and allies 

Products:  Skill-building interactive workshops for low-income parents 
and people who work with low-income families 

 Welfare witness services for DSHS clients 

 Community resource referrals 

 Legislative advocacy and citizen engagement 

 Rural Needs Assessment for Thurston County 

Digital assets  
[web and social media presence] 

Web url: http://www.mamapower.org/ 

Facebook url: https://www.facebook.com/mamapower.org 

Twitter url: n/a 

Other… Listserv presence with monthly newsletters 

Promotional assets  
[current visibility – advertising, PR, 
awareness] 

 Monthly newsletters; handbills/flyers/posters on POWER events/activities 

 1:1 street outreach; WOM -- word of mouth 

 Fundraising activities, including Sock Monkeys for Social Justice 

 Women's Economic Collaborative; now transforming into the Alchemilla 
Economic Collaborative 

Core audience Members and allies; opponents must be considered, as well 

Core target market(s) Thurston county, surrounding counties, some King county  

Main messages 
[tag lines, popular affiliated phrases] 

 Every mother is a working mother! 

 Low-income parents and allies advocating for a strong social safety net  
while working toward a world where children and care giving are truly valued, 
and the devastation of poverty has been eradicated. 

Core competencies 
[what do they do best; better than 
anyone else] 

 Citizen engagement of the disenfranchised  
and marginalized in political life  

 Hands' on, interactive workshops in  
poverty awareness, understanding and impact 

"POWER is a grassroots, member-led organization of low-income 
parents and allies advocating for a strong social safety net while 
working toward a world where children and care giving are truly 

valued, and the devastation of poverty has been eradicated.    
 

POWER educates the public regarding their rights to public benefits, 
supports them in their struggles to make sustainable lives for their 

families, provides leadership opportunities, involves them in 
building community and coalitions, and engages them in 

democracy, public education, and social change." 

http://static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/765071/25277977/1407100082897/Rural+Thurston+County+Needs+Assessment+2014+FINAL.pdf?token=78Jh2wIR0Sl8xuYFgY2AKgU6kfw%3D
http://www.mamapower.org/
https://www.facebook.com/mamapower.org
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 Social media marketing is a crucial strategy for any business communication plan. Today's 

"consumer" -- whether services or products -- expects to take an active role in the communication 

process. Long gone are the days of passive receptivity to information and messages. However, the social 

media world rapidly changes. A clear plan is needed to manage the changes. In developing a 

communication plan, messages and strategies to increase POWER's visibility and grow membership and 

the donor-base, there are a few key ideas to keep in mind:   

 

 People may or may not be ready to act (vote, participate, comment, donate, etc). Meet 
them where they are and offer options.   

 People poke around on-line to explore and learn. They are looking for data, quotes, pictures, 
other like-minded people. Offer them content and relationships. 

 Don't talk "at" or "to" people; build a relationship based on mutual interests and concerns 
which may at first glance appear unrelated to the primary issue of welfare advocacy.   

  

 Consider the word-art tree on the first page of this document. What words stand out? What 

activities result in those words? What do the words say about members and what they think important 

in their relationship with POWER? Communication content and messaging should reflect those interests 

and needs.  

 POWER provides a "niche" service as a non-profit organization. Traditional advertising does not 

work for niche services and specialized non-profits. However, web-based marketing that delivers useful 

content to the community member or the potential donor can increase POWER's visibility and presence 

in the community. Web-based approaches to communication offer interaction, information, education 

and choice by telling compelling stories and educating and entertaining the people who view the 

materials.  

 The communication content is not about the service or organization itself, nor about producing 

spin or hype. People are looking for authenticity and participation.  In POWER's role as subject matter 

experts, the organization is well-positioned to deliver information and content that invites 

consideration and participation: people's personal stories as well as people's skills, insights and 

strengths. A consistent POWER-theme  revolves around supporting members in developing leadership 

and supportive communities through multiple activities including arts, crafts, and legislative advocacy, 

to name a few. These sorts of activities are what make POWER stand out as a leader in the community. 

Communication messages should reflect that expertise and passion. 

  

Why Communication Planning and Social Media Marketing? 
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 A basic Google search for "parents 

organizing for welfare and economic rights" 

elicited numerous hits; however, all links and 

pages on the websites were outdated by at 

least two years, with the exception of the 

POWER Facebook page.  

 It is worth noting that an incognito 

search for "welfare rights" on Google resulted in 

POWER as the first hit, a Wikipedia listing, a Yelp 

listing for the defunct WROC, and multiple sites 

in the United Kingdoms. The UK has a far more 

liberal approach to welfare rights and advocacy than the United States.  It is beyond the scope of this 

paper, but POWER may wish to spend some time exploring the communications methods and 

approaches used by sister welfare organizations in other democratic countries.  

 POWER values coalition-building in the community, shown by the organization's willingness to 

cross-post event announcements for other community organizations. However, cross-posting can 

diffuse POWER's visibility, and lead to community confusion regarding POWER's  purpose. This should be 

thoughtfully considered in communication strategies.  

 POWER does appear in a general Twitter search, but only as a mention in fewer than ten 

Tweets, with the last mention in 2014, one in 2012 and the remainder in 2011. POWER's current 

Facebook page has 1,209 "likes" with activity that primarily consists of announcing POWER-sponsored or 

POWER-endorsed events, and providing some photos and comments of a fund-raising event in October 

2015. Engagement is limited mostly to individuals "liking" announced activities or posts but does not 

currently show many interactive discussions.  Increased interactive discussions are important to 

increasing POWER's credibility and presence in the local community.  

  A POWER board member has begun the process of updating the current website. However, it 

cannot be stressed enough that in the absence of up-to-date information and resources, the 

organization will experience increased struggles in attracting and maintaining both a loyal 

membership as well as loyal allies willing to donate time and funds to the success of the organization's 

mission. Consistent, timely communication is critical to increasing POWER's visibility in the community, 

highlighting accomplishments and strengthening the organization's reputation and base of support.  

POWER's Current Internet and Social Media Presence  
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 Any organization operating primarily on volunteer efforts and extremely limited income faces 

multiple challenges. At first glance, a significant drawback for POWER is its reliance on volunteers. On 

the other hand, social media thrives on the "indie" user to develop and share relevant content which 

increases an organization's visibility. POWER is uniquely positioned as an organization that honors the 

individual voices of its members and its allies, and supports their leadership development. Social media 

provides an accessible tool for showcasing the value of POWER's work.  

 POWER has no lack of relevant material and resources to offer to its members, allies or the 

wider community. One of POWER's particular strengths is in its ability to listen deeply to people that 

often have no other outlet for expression, and then help them to tell their stories in meaningful ways. 

Platforms such as Pinterest and SoundCloud offer POWER members ways to showcase their talents and 

skills, as well as get their stories shared more widely.  

 A plus of social media marketing is that so much is free or very low-cost, and is geared 

towards mobile-friendly applications. This is an important consideration for POWER's target audience. 

According to the 2015 PEW Research Report, 6 Facts About Americans and Their Smartphones:  

 
Latinos (13%) and African Americans (12%) are more heavily dependent on their smartphone for 
internet access than are whites (4%). Lower-income Americans also rely heavily on smartphones 
for going online – 13% of U.S. adults with an annual household income of less than $30,000 are 
smartphone-dependent, compared with 1% of those whose family household income is $75,000 
or more. 

                                                               (Retrieved from http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/01/6-facts-about-americans-and-their-smartphones/) 

 

 

Also, the different platforms are typically familiar to most users and the basics can be easily mastered. 

The trick is coordinating the use of the different platforms. In POWER's case, the need revolves around: 

 

 Updating the main website and keeping it current.  

 Creating an online community forum page for POWER members and allies to share 

information and gathering feedback on current and potential services. 

 Expanding the use of Facebook to include showcasing new key initiatives and encouraging 

interactive discussions on issues of importance to members, allies and even opponents. 

 Using social media platforms such as Pinterest to help POWER members and allies share 

skills, tell their story, and guide users back to POWER's website, especially the call-to-action  

 pages for volunteering and donating. 

Competitive Analysis 
 

https://www.pinterest.com/
https://soundcloud.com/
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/04/01/6-facts-about-americans-and-their-smartphones/
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 Given POWER's limited budget (approximately $3800 available for the next three months which 

will just meet rent and utilities) and reliance on volunteers, it is extremely important that POWER take a 

strategic approach to communications efforts and the desired outcomes. The table below neatly 

encapsulates three typical approaches to action and the correlated attitude towards outcomes. It is 

important to move from a "good to go" viewpoint to a "cover all bases" viewpoint for maximum positive 

effect. The key will be in coordinating efforts to share a consistent, current message across selected 

platforms. POWER has some key tools in place and committed volunteers. As part of a strategic social 

media marketing plan, it is suggested that POWER choose no more than two or three social media 

applications and one monthly event or action, set specific goals, and focus efforts towards 

communicating those specific events or goals. 

                                                                                                       

                                                                                                      http://ypp.dmlcentral.net/sites/default/files/publications/YPP_WorkinPaper_02.pdf 

A Framework to Consider in Planning Goals and Strategies 
 

http://ypp.dmlcentral.net/sites/default/files/publications/YPP_WorkinPaper_02.pdf
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POWER WEBSITE 
http://www.mamapower.org/  

Many non-profits experience fragmentation of effort 

and purpose as they  navigate competing priorities, 

needs and interests on limited resources. It is critical 

that POWER update the website to reflect current 

board member, staffing and program information. 

Potential allies, donors and opponents of POWER rely 

on this website as their source document for 

information on POWER's activities, stance on 

community events, or to track POWER's community work. The website is one of the most visible aspects 

of POWER's credibility and reliability, recording the nature and importance of POWER's  work. 

 POWER is also encouraged to consider adding a mobile-friendly online community forum page 

for POWER members and allies to share information about welfare rights, advocacy and other topics 

of interest. The forum should link to POWER's website which houses resources, information and calls-to-

action. The forum can offer an interaction tool to supplement the currently limited in-person office 

hours. It would also expand POWER's presence and visibility, and provide space for members to further 

develop their personal leadership and advocacy skills. ProBoards offers a free, easy to use forum that is 

mobile friendly. POWER may want to consider communications' interns or work study students 

interested in developing and moderating a forum for social justice topics. 

 Another option POWER may consider is using free tools such as WIX to easily create press rooms 

to help spread the news about POWER events, such as MLK Day, ArtPOWER or the monthly POWER 

Outage. On-line newsrooms share specific event 

details and urge viewers to learn more by linking 

them back to the main POWER website and 

Facebook page.  WIX can be made both desktop 

and mobile-friendly. An example of an POWER 

event newsroom can be viewed at: 

http://smb1969.wix.com/mlkday2016 

  

 

 

Social Media Platform Implementation Examples 
 

http://www.mamapower.org/
https://www.proboards.com/free-forum-features
http://www.wix.com/
http://smb1969.wix.com/mlkday2016
https://shannonblood.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/mlk-day-2016-for-portfolio.jpg
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POWER FACEBOOK PAGE 

https://www.facebook.com/mamapower.org/ 

POWER should expand its use of Facebook to build its 

community of supporters and followers. A specific goal for 

the POWER Facebook page should be to increase 

interactivity and engagement with POWER members, 

allies and community members with interests in social and 

economic justice issues. A more active presence on 

Facebook will increase POWER's visibility in the Olympia 

community as a viable, thriving and relevant organization. 

This is crucial to maintaining strong donor relationships. Also important is that Facebook is a very 

familiar platform, and one that volunteers and board members can easily  add to on a daily basis.  

 Post content and pictures of interest each day for POWER members, allies and others in the 

community. Examples could include helpful hints for stretching food stamp dollars, announcing free 

and low-cost family activities, or strategies and reminders for small business owners. People go on-

line looking for information and answers to their questions, and stumble across specific businesses. 

It's much more rare for them to search for a specific 

business. This can be content that was developed and 

shared by POWER members or allies, or it can be linked 

to from another website or resource. 

 Post calls to action that specifically support POWER's 

work, such as invitations to fundraisers, community 

events or advocacy actions. What about a specific time-

limited task or concrete material need that a member or 

ally could provide? Follow up within one week by 

posting a picture or tagging the member or ally on 

Facebook and thanking them for their help. Everyone 

likes recognition.  

 Post reminders to POWER events, such as fundraisers 

or community gatherings including linking viewers back to POWER's website, or a specific POWER 

webpage or newsroom. People are busy. Reminders can help keep people engaged and interested. 

 
 
 

Photo 

 

 

Action words 
and link  

 

You have the power to end 
poverty. Join us today! 

http://www.mamapower.org/volun
teer/  

Facebook 
message 

[40-60 words] 

Join like-minded community 
members. Take a stand! Work 
with us to create a world where 
children are treasured, 
caregiving is valued, and 
poverty eradicated. What 
talents, gifts, time and 
experiences can you share?  

https://www.facebook.com/mamapower.org/
http://www.mamapower.org/volunteer/
http://www.mamapower.org/volunteer/
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Pinterest 
https://www.pinterest.com/ 
 

POWER Outage events and fundraisers frequently feature 

hand-made arts and crafts, which could be easily 

showcased on Pinterest. For example, POWER could add a 

webpage to the current website showcasing member-

made arts and crafts plus their helpful hints and tips. A 

POWER Pinterest account would then allow POWER to 

create Pins featuring DIY crafts such as sock monkeys. 

These Pins would link back to the specific POWER 

webpage. In addition to step-by-step directions on making 

sock monkeys, the webpage can introduce the history and 

purpose of POWER's Sock Monkeys for Social Justice 

initiative. This increases POWER's visibility and offers 

content and resources that are of interest to members 

and allies. It also provides a gentle landing to more in-depth information on social and economic justice. 

Pinterest is just one way of many alternatives connecting multiple social media applications that is user-

friendly and can link back to POWER as the source information.  

 The following YouTube links provide succinct instructions in creating a Pinterest account and 

making and using Pins. For Power's purposes, the critical point is to remember to first offer content of 

interest and then gently direct the viewer to action steps related to POWER's mission and goals: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VjRmNKorfI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-HI5uiZ6w0 

 Keep in mind that people are looking for information which may not necessarily directly relate 

to POWER's mission or goals. However, POWER has valuable content they may be interested in, such as 

DIY tips and tricks. Through this indirect route, POWER can spark the interest of potential new 

members and allies, and maintain interactive connections with current members and allies. The three 

take-away ideas from the article link below speak to creating Pins that are: 

 HELPFUL- Informative and useful to people  

 BEAUTIFUL - So compelling and creative you have to look closer  

 ACTIONABLE - Helping people take action on their interests 

https://business.pinterest.com/sites/business/files/how-to-make-great-pins-guide-en.pdf 

 

 

Sample Pin 

 

     from Laura Downing 
 

Sock Monkey Making Made Easy 
Looking for a fun and affordable craft that kids 
of all ages will enjoy? And that uses materials 
already on hand? Check out these easy steps 
at www.mamapower.org/diy  
 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VjRmNKorfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-HI5uiZ6w0
https://business.pinterest.com/sites/business/files/how-to-make-great-pins-guide-en.pdf
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An Example of a Coordinated Social Media Marketing Approach  
to a POWER Event: the Annual MLK Day March and Rally 

Facebook: 
Should also include an event invitation, and 
additional brief posts and pictures from 
past MLK events posted every day or so. 

 

Photo 
 

 

Action 
words/link  

You have the power to end poverty. Join us today! 
http://www.mamapower.org/volunteer/  

Facebook 
message 

Join like-minded community members. Take a stand! March with us 
in January 2016 and help create a world where children are 
treasured, caregiving is valued, and poverty eradicated.  

Pinterest: 
Consider creating Pins from MLK sign 
creation or other prep activities, adding Pins 
from other social justice advocacy 
organizations, and Tweeting or sharing on 
Facebook Pins that address the importance 
of civic engagement and all the different 
ways to be involved, whether by attending 
the MLK rally or donating time or materials, 
letter writing, phone calls, email, etc., and 
include "how to" 

 
Newsroom site: 
Make the link available to local media for 
press releases, and also share the link to the 
site with other community partners, 
organizers, allies, and include link when 
using other social media platforms 

 
 
 
 

POWER Website: 
Ensure that the webpage "What's New" 
reflects the most current and specific  
information about the MLK Day March and 
Rally. Include hyperlinks to the "get 
Involved" page and the "Advocacy" page, as 
well as to POWER's other social media 
platforms. If a forum is available, point out 
the conversation and invite folks to 
participate. 

 

 

Remember to close the loop after the event by posting pictures, quotes and other relevant stories from 

participants, as well as acknowledging volunteers and sponsors. When acknowledging volunteers and 

sponsors, take the time to link to their business webpage or Facebook profile. Social media 

acknowledgements are the new thank you cards, and carry a great deal of value as the mention of the 

donating organizations or volunteers also spreads their visibility in the community. 

http://www.mamapower.org/volunteer/
https://shannonblood.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/mlk-day-2016-for-portfolio.jpg
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 The success of a communication and social media marketing plan will rest on the commitment 

of POWER's volunteers and members. The groundwork involves updating and maintaining the POWER 

website, as a first priority. As discussed earlier and demonstrated in the above example, POWER is well-

advised to approach social media and communications in bite-sized portions, choosing no more than 

two or three social media applications and focusing on one monthly event or action to be highlighted in 

a coordinated approach across the different platforms.  

 The following template sample can be used as a planning tool at the monthly POWER board 

meetings to help plan for communicating POWER events or activities, including drafting a general key 

message and deciding on a visual to use, dates to post, and who will develop and monitor the final 

content. Not all platforms need be used every time -- but POWER should at a minimum update the 

website and Facebook, including post-event communications. Planning and content development should 

begin three months in advance of the event or activity, allowing board members, volunteers and allies 

one month to develop content and then fine tune at the next meeting before posting. The person 

assigned to the specific platform should continue to monitor for interaction, and provide a follow-up 

posting including visuals of the completed activity or event. This is also an ideal time to acknowledge 

volunteers or donors who helped make the event or activity possible. 

 

POWER Event/Activity:  
 

 
Social Media Platform 

 
Who? 

 
Key Message(s) 

 

 
Visuals 

 
Post-by date 

POWER Website - 
specific webpage 
 

    

Facebook event 
announcement 
 

    

Pinterest 
 

    

Cross-posting by other 
organizations 
 

    

Event newsroom 
 

    

Other tactics: posters, 
handbills, fliers 
  

    

 

 It is important for any non-profit business, small or large, to monitor their communications and 

social media marketing efforts over time to see if they are positively impacting membership, volunteers 

and donors with consistent messaging and community presence focused on key member and mission-

Monitoring and Measuring Improvement 
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driven initiatives. Given POWER's current financial straits and high potential for board member and 

volunteer burn-out, it is important to keep goals and measurement realistic and attainable. Some ways 

that the POWER board might consider on a quarterly basis tracking and evaluating the effectiveness of 

the communication tactics include: 

 

 Timely completion of communication tasks by board directors, members and volunteers. 

 POWER website is completely updated and maintained current.  

 POWER's Facebook page shows increased "likes", reach and engagement. This can be monitored 

through the use of Facebook Insights at: https://www.facebook.com/help/336893449723054 

 Increased attendance at weekly POWER member meetings, monthly POWER Outage events and 

other POWER activities and events. 

 Increased demand for POWER services and expertise, such as providing "welfare witness" 

services for low-income persons and poverty awareness workshops for local organizations and 

educational institutions. 

 Increase in monetary donations, volunteer efforts and intern interest. 

  

 These recommendations provide the starting place for a coordinated approach to 

communications with a focus on using social media. Basic social media platforms provide free or low-

cost, accessible and familiar tools which a non-profit organization reliant on volunteer efforts can use to 

set the stage for increased visibility -- essential to maintaining a consistent donor base. By choosing a 

two or three key platforms, focusing efforts on fewer events or activities, and planning ahead to ensure 

synchronized up-to-date communications, POWER should be better positioned for organizational 

stability and eventually, growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POWER 
~ 

Advocating for a world with a strong social safety net,  
where children and caregiving are valued, and the 

devastation of poverty is eradicated. 

https://www.facebook.com/help/336893449723054

